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"gugging/art brut" at
Ricco/Maresca Gallery, New York

September 18 – October 23, 2021

Johann Hauser

Ricco/Maresca Gallery, New York, presents
"gugging/art brut", a group exhibition
featuring over 30 works by six artists
produced from the 1970s to the present at
Gugging, Austria’s foremost cultural
centre dedicated to championing the !eld
of art brut.
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Alfred Neumayr

Spanning across generations of artists
who found their calling at Gugging, this
exhibition highlights the profound
originality and remarkable artistry that this
forward-thinking institution has fostered
for many decades.

Johann Korec

"gugging/art brut" is Ricco/Maresca’s
second exhibition featuring artists of
Gugging since their debut at the gallery in
2012. 

Click here for more info.
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Exploring Structure at gallery
gugging, Austria

until November 7, 2021

Günther Schützenhöfer

In its fall exhibition “structurized”, gallery
gugging (Maria Gugging, Austria) presents
three extraordinary, creative worlds that
are united in their love of structure despite
di"erent artistic approaches. Together,
these three masters of structuring –
Manuel Griebler, Lejo and Günther
Schützenhöfer – form a unique magic that
immediately captivates the viewer.

Click here for more information.
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PASC Artists at Scarab
Club, Detroit, MI

until October 9, 2021

Lewis Foster

"From Periphery to Center" is the !rst in-
person exhibition of artwork by artists in
the Progressive Art Studio Collective
(PASC), an art and design studio dedicated
to supporting artists with developmental
disabilities and mental health issues in
Detroit and Wayne County. The title
references the acknowledgement that this
exhibition represents a shift for these
PASC artists, both as artists and as
disabled people, from a position outside
the artworld to a place inside or from a
state of non-recognition to one of
acknowledgement. For most of the
25 artists exhibited, whose ages range
from mid thirties to late seventies, this is
their !rst exhibition.

Click here for more information.

 

Ben Wilson Retrospective in
London

September 22–30, 2021
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September 22–30, 2021

photos courtesy hoxtongallery.co.uk

"Correspondences: A Ben Wilson
Retrospective", curated by Chiara
Famengo, will guide the public into the art
journey of Ben Wilson, best known as the
Chewing Gum Man, from his very
beginnings to the recent evolution of his
practice. 



 
 

Howard Finster Paradise Garden,
Summerville, GA

September 22, 2021

The show will feature giant wood
installations, assemblages of litters, tiles
transformed into intimate diaries and
works on canvas.

hoxtongallery.co.uk

benwilsonchewinggumman.com
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The Grand Opening of Howard
Finster's Paradise Garden Art & Learning
Center in Summerville, GA, will take place
from 5.00–7.00pm on September 22, 2021.
More info available here.

 

Finster Fest

October 9–10, 2021

From October 9–10, Finster Fest at
Paradise Garden will celebrate the life and
work of the beloved American folk artist.

paradisegardenfoundation.org

 

Raw Vision 108 Available to
Pre-Order Now!
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Click Here to Order Your Copy of

Issue 108

Click Here to Subscribe to Raw

Vision Magazine

In Raw Vision 108, Brett Ingram introduces
the late American artist Bruce
Bickford's surreal animations, nostalgic
models of 1950s America and exquisitely
drawn landscapes.

Below is an excerpt from Brett Ingram's
documentary about Bruce
Bickford, Monster Road, available on
DVD and for streaming online, along with
Bickford's Prometheus' Garden DVD.
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